
Creative Responses to an Assigned Poem 

Educator Overview 

 

TEXT ON SCREEN:  What does technology-enabled learning look like? 

 

EDUCATOR:  My name is Kathleen Pick and I teach Senior level English courses at the Virtual 
Learning Centre for the Trillium Lakelands District School Board.  
 
This learning activity is designed to inspire a personal connection between the student and material 

which may at first seem unrelatable due to style and form. In this particular case, the poem under 

study was “Because I Could Not Stop for Death” by Emily Dickinson. 

 

I offered the students the poem online and as a class in Adobe Connect, we conducted a close 

reading of the poem where we deconstructed it for meaning. 

 

We noted the abundance of symbolism in this poem and that the poet relied on metaphors to drive 

home her theme about the inevitability of death and her own position on the state of immortality. 

 

We considered the fact that many young artists have been inspired to interpret this poem in various 

ways and I offered them a few examples including musical and dance interpretations. 

 

Students were then assigned the opportunity to respond to the extended metaphor in the poem (that 

death is a journey and eternity has no fixed time) used to communicate the central theme. 

 

Essentially, students were free to respond using any appropriate alternative to standard academic 

writing. And these responses did include everything from choreographed skating or dance sequences 

to frame-by-frame or stop-motion animation to the composition and performance of original music. 

Students were free to create visual art or to write a creative poem themselves.  

 

Each creative response was accompanied by a written piece clearly connecting the creative process 

to the source material. Components of this written accompaniment adhered to a three part process 

already established within the class which asked that they state, clearly, their understanding of the 

source material, their approach to expressing their personal connection to that source material, an 

explanation of the process of creating the response, and a self-assessment of the final result. When a 

student created a work of visual art as their creative response, they presented the work with an oral 

explanation in addition to their written reflection.  Finally, student work was showcased in an online 

forum where peers could offer reflective criticism on each other’s efforts and specifically on how those 

efforts connected to the original source material. Formal assessment was also provided and to this, 

students responded with a short self-assessment. 

 
I teach exclusively online and deliver programming to my students both synchronously, using Adobe 

Connect, and asynchronously, using Canvas. I strive to create activities which are engaging and 

establish community through creativity and sharing. In this way, the “fourth wall” of technology is 

removed and online students feel less isolated, if at all. 

 

TEXT ON SCREEN:  What does technology-enabled learning look like? 


